
Introduction Brazil is currently going through an unparal-
leled moment in history, with antidemocratic, 
denialist attitudes regarding the climate emer-
gency aligning with a traditionalist, conserva-
tive movement, supported by the arms industry 
and the agricultural and mineral commodities 
lobbies, endangering Traditional Communities 
and the Socio-environmental Agenda in which 
the Tô no Mapa (“I’m on the map, in English) ini-
tiative is embedded. The last few years have 
been marred by the deliberate and constant 
dismantling of and direct attacks against social 
and environmental policies and movements. It 
is worth highlighting the increase in violence in 
rural areas across Brazil, especially where Bra-
zilian Traditional Peoples, Communities, and 
Family-scale Farmers (Povos e Comunidades 

Tradicionais e Agricultores Familiares - PC-
TAFs, in Portuguese, or Indigenous Peo-

ples and local communities - IPLCs, 
in English) are involved. In this sce-

nario, the fight for democracy, 
rights, and respect for cultural 
diversity, biodiversity conser-
vation, and the leading role of 
local peoples and communities 
in managing their own territo-

ries become ever more funda-
mental. The Tô no Mapa initia-

tive joins forces with many others 
in collaborating towards a collec-

tive construction of transformed re-
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alities, facing the relations and practices that 
have historically oppressed traditional peoples. 
New communication and information technolo-
gies are tools that can be wielded by civil soci-
ety and local communities in the fight for their 
rights. Thus, we promote Tô no Mapa, an acces-
sible, free, and safe cell phone app that allows 
Brazilian Traditional Peoples, Communities, 
and Family-scale Farmers to self-map their 
territories, as part of an initiative backed 
by the Amazon Environmental Research 
Institute (IPAM), the Institute for Society, 
Population, and Nature (ISPN), and the 
Cerrado Network, in partnership with 
Instituto Cerrados. Tô no Mapa is cur-
rently supported by the Climate and 
Land Use Alliance (CLUA), and the Good 
Energies Foundation. We believe that 
the protagonism of IPLCs in using 
these technologies can lead 
to their real and effective 
democratic participa-
tion in decision-mak-
ing processes involv-
ing their lives and 
territories, as well 
as contributing to 
more inclusive bio-
diversity conserva-
tion processes.
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Tô no Mapa was launched in October 
2020. From that moment on, Tradition-
al Peoples, Communities, and Fam-
ily-scale Farmers started signing up 
to the app. On the Tô no Mapa web-
site, Traditional Peoples, Communi-
ties, and Family-scale Farmers can 
access tutorials on how to use the 
app, as well as a FAQ section with 
detailed explanations about related 
questions. This page is under con-
stant update, with new answers to the 
most common queries received by our 
team being added.

In addition to the production of knowledge 
and dissemination of information about tradi-
tional communities and their territories as part of 
the Tô no Mapa initiative, communication actions 
and campaigns, with texts, reports, and primers, 
have been undertaken, as well as live broad-
casts and posts on social media platforms such 
as Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp.   

The website also provides access to the Tradi-
tional Territories Formalisation Guide and the first 
and second Tô no Mapa reports, encompassing 
the period between November 2020 and May 
2021, and between June 2021 and December 
2021, respectively. These two reports are also 

History

available in English - 1st App Usage Report and 
2nd App Usage Report.

Let’s now talk about the main results of Tô no 
Mapa during the January to July 2022 period, in 
this our third project report.
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Visual Thinking 
video 

Virô Notícia, our new Tô no Mapa blog! 

The new illustrated video about Tô no Mapa! is 
already out! Unlike previous tutorials, this new 
video uses Visual Thinking techniques, speaking 
and drawing simultaneously to explain a certain 
topic through visual processing. Its title brings the 
audience a question: “Have you heard about Tô 
no Mapa?” before summarising the whole initia-
tive in a few minutes. This new feature was shared 
with different peoples, traditional communities, 
and family-scale farmers and can be accessed 
on our website at any moment in time. All you 
have to do is click on FAQ. Let us know what you 
think! You can reach out to us with comments and 
suggestions at contato@tonomapa.org.br. 

Now you can read and watch the stories of those who 
truly make Tô no Mapa a reality! Virô Notícia is the 
new Tô no Mapa blog, where we showcase snippets of 
the lives of Traditional Peoples and Communities and 
family-scale farmers! 

To check it out, go to our Tô no Mapa website and click 
on Blog.
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Registrations
Instituto Cerrados is an important Tô no Mapa 
partner. Among its many valuable contributions, 
supporting communities throughout the territo-
ry mapping process bears mentioning. Between 
January and July 2022, 11 capacity-building 
workshops were conducted, to provide support 
and guidance on how to use the app and com-
plete the self-mapping process of 80 different 
communities. These workshops contributed to us 
better meeting the needs of traditional territories.

The registration effort support provided to tra-
ditional communities and territories during this 
timeframe was particularly focused on the fol-
lowing regions:

 

Tô no Mapa in Maranhão
Starting in March 2022, we concentrated our ef-
forts in Tô no Mapa in Maranhão. We focused pri-
marily on the regions of Vale do Itapecuru, Vale do 
Pindaré, Alto Turi, and Gurupi, in addition to Balsas 
and Chapada das Mangabeiras, in the south-
ern part of the state. To date, we 
have registered significant 
improvements regarding 
mobilisation, dissemi-
nation, and cooper-
ation with our part-
ners. During this time 
frame, we conducted 
more than 20 meet-
ings with institutions 
such as RAMA, FETAE-
MA, Rural Unions, AGERP, 
the state Agriculture de-
partment, and local munici-
palities, in addition to commu-
nity-based organisations, such as 
grassroots associations and coopera-
tives, spreading the word about Tô no Mapa.

We also conducted a workshop in Santa Luzia do 
Paruá, with representatives from 10 communities, 
in addition to 5 other online workshops. There are 
many other activities already scheduled for the 
remainder of 2022. If you are part of or know any 
community in Maranhão interested in knowing 
more about our initiative in the state or register 
on the app, please contact us at jarielson@ispn.
org.br. Our year-end goal is to provide support 
and register 100 territories within the state.

Partnerships

States Municipalities

Bahia

• Correntina
• Coribe
• Formosa do Rio Preto 
• Santa Maria da Vitória
• Barreiras

Goiás • Itumbiara

Minas Gerais

• Januária
• Cônego Marinho
• São Francisco
• Itacarambi 
• Bonito de Minas 
• Rio Pardo de Minas

Mato Grosso
• Cáceres
• Nossa Senhora do Livramento
• Cuiabá

Mato Grosso 
do Sul

• Sidrolândia
• Miranda

Tocantins • Natividade

Image 1 . Places where Instituto Cerrados focused its work 
on community registration 
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During the period encompassed by this report,  
Tô no Mapa participated in activities that were 
a part of the FORMAR Territórios Vivos course 
(Creating Living Territories, in English), a part-
nership between the Traditional Peoples and 
Communities Network (TPCN), the Federal Public 
Ministry (FPM), GIZ, and IEB (Instituto Internacio-
nal de Educação do Brasil – International Insti-
tute of Brazilian Education). This course is being 
implemented throughout 2022 and focuses on 
Traditional Peoples and Communities (TPCs) in 
three “pilot” states - Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso 
do Sul, and Goiás, in addition to representatives 
from TPCs recommended by TPCN. This import-
ant initiative aims to provide training to those 
interested in using the Federal Public Min-
istry’s Traditional Territories Platform with 
the National Council of Traditional 
Peoples and Communities (NCTPC), 
as well as raising awareness about 
the platform, strengthening it as a 
visibility tool to demand and claim 
territorial rights. Within the scope 
of strengthening the Traditional 
Territories Platform and the nation-
al TPC entities, Tô no Mapa was part 
of the 2nd Living Territories Encounter: 
Territorialities, Tradition, and Technolo-
gy (Agenda 2030), organized by the TPCN, 
the NCTPC, the FPM, and the Projeto Territóri-
os Vivos (Living Territories Project, in English)/GIZ. 
We also partook in the Seminar “Cartographies 

of difference: the experience of the Traditional 
Territories Platform”, organized by the “Sustain-
ability alongside Traditional Peoples and Territo-
ries Master’s Degree” of the University of Brasília 
(MESPT/UnB), in partnership with the FPM, GIZ, 
and the TPCN.

Strengthening the Traditional Territories Platform 
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Technological app improvements 

From January to July 2022, Tô no Mapa achieved many breakthroughs. Up-
dates to the app and the website brought more safety to registered com-
munities and the data collected by the app. The main updates during this 
period were:

• Launch of a new control panel. Now, strategic partner institutions of 
Tô no Mapa can revise and access registrations to the area in which 
they work. To do so, in order to ensure data security, a Term of Tech-
nical Cooperation needs to be signed and the app’s Terms of Use 
and Privacy need to be agreed to. This enhancement was conceived 
as a way of streamlining and incentivizing the very IPLC represen-
tative entities to foster registrations and use the data in their work.

• New Meeting Minute Template is available for download from our website.

• Launch of the Virô Notícia blog page, dedicated to the stories of the 
communities and news about the Tô no Mapa initiative.

• Launch of new versions of the app with an enhanced user experience. 
The code developed for and used in the project is publicly available at 
https://gitlab.com/eita/tonomapa

The Tô no Mapa app is developed with free and open software, providing a link to 
it to those interested in technology sharing.
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Consulting 
Council

Tô no Mapa now has a Consulting Council. This 
was instituted to strengthen and ensure the 
participatory and democratic features of the 
initiative, as well as to highlight the leading 
role of Traditional Peoples and Communities in 
self-mapping processes. Its members are high-
ly acclaimed for their work with and alongside 
Traditional Peoples and Communities, such as 
federal and state universities teachers, federal 
attorneys, coordinators of civil society socioen-
vironmental organisations, and representatives 
of nationwide entities such as the Na-
tional Council of Traditional Peo-
ples and Communities (NCTPC) 
and the Traditional Peoples 
and Communities Network 
(TPCN). It bears mention-
ing that members, within 
the scope of Tô no Ma-
pa’s Consulting Coun-
cil, are liable as private 
individuals, in order to 
allow for more freedom 
of action and speech. 
Therefore, they do not 
represent the organisa-
tions to which they are tied to 
in these debates. The Council’s 
main tasks are:

• Suggest improvements to enhance the app

• Share strategic decisions such as risk assess-

ments, scope, and new partnerships

• Establish research topics

• Evaluate data usage requests regarding re-

search and other endeavours

• Define data usage principles 

The Council is also a space to debate 

the best ways to give back to 

the communities that consti-

tute Tô no Mapa. Similarly, 

it is a knowledge-pro-

duction space, able to 

be systematized and 

disseminated, includ-

ing with political goals. 

Establishing and con-

solidating the Council 

is an important step to 

improving the app’s safe-

ty and validating its data 

governance, usage, and dis-

semination strategies.
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Results 

Up until July 2022, more than 700 users were reg-
istered on the Tô no Mapa app. Only communities 
who submitted all the necessary information, in-
cluding the community Meeting Minute required 
to confirm the registration, and therefore com-
pleted their mapping, are part of this report. 

There are now 137 Traditional Territory communi-
ties registered and certified on the Tô no Mapa, 
app, an increase of more than 50% from the re-
sults of our second report, published in January 
2022. These 137 communities occupy an area of 
approximately 631.000 hectares and are home 
to more than 13.000 families. The states with the 
highest numbers of communities mapped with Tô 
no Mapa are Minas Gerais, with 46 registrations 
(34% of the total), followed by Mato Grosso do Sul, 
with 22 (16%), Bahia, with 21 (15%), and Goiás, with 
14 (10%). Image 2 illustrates the number of commu-
nities registered on Tô no Mapa by state. 

These communities living in traditional territories 
reflect part of the immense diversity of Traditional 
Peoples, Communities, and Family-scale Farmers 
in Brazil. In total, 13 distinct groups/segments, in 
addition to their respective youths, were regis-
tered on the Tô no Mapa, app. 35% of registered 
communities declared themselves Quilombola; 
34% family-scale farmers; 20% indigenous; 13% 
extractivist; 11% Veredeiros; 10% Geraizeiros; 10% 
small-scale animal husbandry-based communi-
ties (comunidades de fundo e fecho de pasto, in 
Portuguese); 10% Ribeirinho (river-side communi-

46

22 21

14 13 12

5 4

MG MS BA GO MA TO MT PI

Image 2 . Number of communities in traditional 
territory registered on the app by state
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ties), with an added 11% accounting for the re-
maining groups. It is important to highlight that 
these numbers amount to a higher total than 
100% because communities can self-identify as 
being part of more than one distinct group when 
registering on Tô no Mapa. Image 3 shows the 
number of communities by segment/group.

Image 3 . Number of communities registered on the app by 
segment/group

48
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27

18

14

14

11

10

6

3

2

1

1

1

1

Quilombolas

Family-scale farmers

Indigenous

Extractivist

Geraizeiros

Fundo e Fecho de Pasto

Veredeiros

Ribeirinhos

Artisanal Fishermen

Babassu coconut-breakers

Vazanteiros

Ciganos

Retireiros

Benzedeiros

Communities by segment/group type

Communities

13.238 families live in these 137 territories. Minas 
Gerais and Mato Grosso do Sul are the two states 
with the highest percentage of families, account-
ing for 30% and 19% respectively. The states of 
Goiás, Bahia, and Tocantins account for 38% 

combined, while the remaining 13% of families are 
in the states of Maranhão, Mato Grosso, and Piauí. 
Image 4 shows the number of families by state. 

Image 4 . Number of families in registered 
communities by state

4037

2465
2205

1791

1062 1033

109
536

MG MS BA GO TO MA MT PI

AREAS OF USE 

Many are the land uses de-
clared by the 137 communi-
ties mapped with the Tô 
no Mapa. app. More 
than 1500 points with-
in the territories were 
declared as “roça” 
(plots of land used 
for small-scale, sub-
sistence crops), animal 

Traditional Peoples and 
Communities youth groups
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husbandry, agroecological production, conser-
vation, extractivism, fishing, reforesting, tourism, 
and other uses. Of these 1591 areas, 24% were de-
scribed as being used by/for some other activity 
other than those options made available by the 
Tô no Mapa app at the time of registration. During 
self-mapping, the app also allows communities 
to describe in more detail how they use the terri-
tory. There were also sacred spaces, cemeteries, 
sports fields, schools, and others amongst those 
mentioned by the communities. Image 5 show-
cases the number and percentage of types of use 
within the declared territories of the 137 mapped 
communities.

Image 5 . Types of use within territories declared by the 
communities

Types of use within territories

Farming area
Other uses
Animal husbandry
Conservation
Agroecological production
Extractivism
Fishing
Tourism
Reforesting

9%
3% 2%

26%

24%
17%

10%

9%

1%

There are many conflict hotspots reported by 
the communities who self-mapped their territory 
with Tô no Mapa. 233 areas of conflict were con-
veyed by the 137 registered communities. There-
fore, there are twice as many reported conflicts 
as registered communities (Image 6).

CONFLICTS

Conflicts 

Image 6 . Number of conflicts and number of 
communities registered on the app 

137

233

Number of registrations Conflicts reported
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Image 8 . Types of conflicts per state

State Total 
conflicts Percentage

Minas Gerais 86 37%

Tocantins 44 19

Maranhão 36 15

Bahia 20 9

Mato Grosso do Sul 20 9

Goiás 15 6

Mato Grosso 10 4

Piauí 2 1

Deforestation
Garimpo (Small-scale mining)
Pesticide contamination
Other conflicts and large-scale mining
Land invasion
Uncontrolled prescribed burns
Water conflict
Land conflict

Image 7 . Conflicts by category 

Conflicts by category 

9% 1%

30%

22%15%

10%

10%

1%

Of the total amount, 56% of registered commu-
nities reported conflicts, which means that every 
community that reported any type of conflict has 
3 such points on average. Land conflicts are those 
most commonly reported, accounting for nearly a 
third of the total, followed by water-related dis-
putes, representing 22%. Image 7 shows the types 
of conflict by category. After analysing the 137 
communities, it is apparent who is most affected; 
smaller and less populous territories (below the 
total average) represent almost 70% of all report-
ed conflicts, with land disputes amounting to 30% 
of the total, with water-related clashes coming in 
second place, at 22%.

The following chart (Image 8) illustrates the num-
ber of reported conflicts by state.

The numbers in the chart below (Image 9) refer to 
conflicts by segment/type. As some communities 
self-declare as being part of different segments, 
some conflicts are charted more than once per 
community. Consequently, the percentage of 
conflict distribution doesn’t match the percent-
age of conflicts by communities.

Family-scale farmers, quilombola, and extractiv-
ists are the segments that report the most con-
flicts. Family-scale farmers report 45% of the to-
tal water-related conflicts, alongside extractivist 
communities, at 31%. As for quilombola, land con-
flicts are the most common, totalling 53% of their 
reported conflicts when combined with invasion 
reports. Image 10 illustrates the types of conflicts 
by segment/group.
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Image  9 . Number of reported conflicts by segment/group
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%

Family-scale 
farmers 2 19 7 15 4 44 9 1 0 101 29%

Quilombola 1 13 13 30 18 8 8 1 0 92 27%

Extractivist 0 5 5 6 3 14 10 2 0 45 13%

Indigenous 0 2 0 16 0 0 4 0 0 22 6%

Artisanal  
Fishermen 0 1 2 1 2 2 12 0 0 20 6%

Geraizeiros 0 2 1 10 1 1 0 1 0 16 5%

Fundo e fecho  
de pasto 0 1 0 8 2 2 0 0 0 13 4%

Babassu coconut-
breakers 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 0 0 8 2%

Retireiros 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 8 2%

Vazanteiros 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 7 2%

Veredeiros 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 5 1%

Benzedeiros 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1%

Traditional Peoples 
and Communities 
youth groups

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1%

Total 3 47 31 90 33 78 52 9 0 343 100%

% 1% 14% 9% 26% 10% 23% 15% 3% 0%
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Our interactive map allows you to check all the communities 
whose registration has been completed on the Tô no Mapa app. 
It is constantly updated and tries to mimic the dynamic nature of 
the Tô no Mapa initiative and the diversity of Traditional Peoples, 
Communities, and Family-scale Farmers in Brazil.

Check it out at:   
https://tonomapa.org.br/en/interactive-map
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Between fighting and embroidering, 
the Araguaia Retireiro Women

Swayed by the ebbs and flows of the 
Araguaia river waters, in the transi-
tion area between the Cerrado and 
the Amazon biomes, the Araguaia 
Retireiro Community of Luciara (MT) 
has struggled for more than 40 years 
to regularise its territory. That is what 
Juliana Evangelista Silva, an Araguaia 

retireira who is an Agro-industrial pro-
duction engineer, math teacher, and 
Human Rights specialist tells us. In 
the community, she coordinates 
the project “Araguaia retireiras and 
embroidery’s traditional knowledge: 

weaving women’s socio-productive 
protagonism”.

You can find the stories of Traditional Peoples, 
Communities, and Family-scale Farmers in Virô Notí-

cia, Tô no Mapa’s blog! Check it out and know more about 
those who truly make this initiative go at https://tonomapa.

org.br/en/blog. 

Segment: Geraizeiros and 
geraizeiras

Municipality: Rio Pardo 
de Minas (MG

Community: Pindaíba

Iam on the Map
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Daughter and granddaughter of retireiros, Juli-
ana describes the process of empowering wom-
en in the territory. Because only men work directly 
with cattle, many women didn’t see themselves 
as full members of this tradi-
tional community. As the 
years went by, retireira 
women took owner-
ship of that identi-
ty, joining forces in 
their social strug-
gle. With the em-
broidery initiative, 
retireiras and their 
community come out 
empowered both by their 
entrepreneurship and their 
resistance process.

To be part of the Araguaia Re-
tireiro community means to 
live an alternative lifestyle, in 
a way that doesn’t harm the 
environment, says Juliana. 
“We use natural pastures, 
building our history in harmony 
with the climate, with the ebb-
ing and flowing of the waters”.

The name of this type of community 
comes from their traditional practices. It 
stems from the act of removing (retirar, in 
Portuguese) the cattle from the flood areas 
of the Araguaia river, giving them the name of 
retireiros. The water rushes into the lakes and 
floods parts of the territory, at which point the 
animals are moved to higher ground. In the mid-
dle of the year, during the dry season, the river 
reverts back to its normal course and the com-

munity brings the cattle back 
to the so-called retiro areas, 

where they had previously been.

The cattle is raised through collective 
work, free to roam, without fences; lately, 

though, the obstacles keep on increasing.

 
Read more about this story at Virô Notícia, 
Tô no Mapa’s blog, at https://tonomapa.
org.br/vironoticia.
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Pindaíba Geraizeiro community strengthens 
itself to defend and protect its territory
“May the struggle of all traditional 
peoples be a light at the end of the 
tunnel for environmental preser-
vation and the drafting of pub-
lic policies protecting people’s 
lives, creating income sources 
without destroying the environ-
ment”. The sentence comes from 
Tobias de Oliveira, a geraizeiro 
born, bred, and raised in the Pin-
daíba community, in the Rio Pardo 
de Minas (MG) region. Founded in 1840, 
the community is home to conservation 
areas and springs, such as those of the rivers 
Guará and Buriti. Its residents’ main activities are 
cattle raising and pequi fruit extractivism. 

Through their lived experience within the territory 
and their self-identifying as a geraizeiro commu-
nity, the inhabitants of Pindaíba registered their 

community on Tô no Mapa as a way of 
co-opting another tool to manage 

their own activities. 

“To be a geraizeiro means iden-
tifying and having a bond with 
the whole space, with the envi-
ronment, and the community’s 

surroundings. It is to be someone 
who knows how to live with nature, 

without trampling over the environ-
ment, taking only what is needed and 

preserving the rest. The Cerrado biome 
gives us everything we need to survive. It is 

where we garner plentiful food, abundant fruits, 
medicinal plants, and even timber for everyday 
use, to build our corral and our animal fences. That 
makes a big difference for us, establishing a dif-
ferent relationship with the environment, informing 
the way we treat and preserve, emphasising the 

Segment: Araguaia 
Retireiro

Municipality: Luciara (MT)

Community: Comunidade 
Retireiros e Retireiras do 
Araguaia
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34% of all completed registrations

Minas Gerais was the state with the highest 
number of registered communities during this 
period, with 

on Tô no Mapa

completed 
registrations 137

mapped

hectares of 
traditional territories  

631.000
quilombola communities

48 

40% of conflicts  
mapped relate to

conflicts orland
territory invasions 

importance of water, its sources and 
the springs”, explains Tobias.

The community’s centuries-old ways 
of living face the pressure of mining 
companies looking to explore iron de-
posits underground, as well as euca-
lyptus monocrop industries at the surface. 
Community areas are being occupied or even 
put aside for these activities, both above and 
below ground. Those already living there 
express consternation regarding water 
supplies, since the region’s traditional 
territories are already under pressure 
from water shortages, with Pindaíba 
being one of the few communities which 
have not yet experienced them. Another 
point of emphasis was the need to estab-
lish a dialogue, so that the community can 
be heard by mining and other companies, in 
order to establish a deal that minimises the im-
pact of these activities on people and nature.

of completed registrations
represent  35%
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https://tonomapa.org.br/vironoticia/


AGERP 

CNPCT

FETAEMA

GIZ

IEB

IPAM

ISPN

MESPT/UnB 
 

MPF 

PCT

PCTAF

PTT

RAMA

Rede PCTs

6o CCR/MPF

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Maranhão’s State Agency for Agricultural Research and Rural Extension

National Council of Traditional Peoples and Communities 

Maranhão’s Farmers and Rural Workers Federation

German Agency for International Cooperation GmbH

International Institute of Brazilian Education

Amazon Environmental Research Institute

Institute for Society, Population, and Nature

“Sustainability alongside Traditional Peoples and Territories Master’s Degree” of 
the University of Brasília

Federal Public Ministry

Traditional Peoples and Communities 

Indigenous Peoples and local communities

Traditional Territories Platform 

Maranhão’s Agroecology Network

Traditional Peoples and Communities Network

6th Coordination and Revision Chamber of the FPM - Indigenous Peoples and 
Traditional Communities

Acronyms
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GO DF

PI

MA

MG

MT

MS

SP

PR

BA

TO
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